## Chaucer Auctions

**Autograph Auction TV Film Military Music Sport Signed Covers Photos FDCs**

**Starts 12 Jul 2019 10:00 BST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Signature piece collection. 10 items. Some of names included are Charles Boyer, Eleanor Boardman, Donna Reed, Peter Finch, Anne Baxter, Hume Cronyn, Joe Brown and more. Some dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Music signed collection. 11 items. Assorted sized photos and signature pieces. Some of signatures included are Maggie Moone, Eva Bartok, Vera Lynn, Leslie Hutchinson, Nana Mouskouri, Cleo Laine, Johnny Mathis, Petula Clark, Perry Como, Tommy Steele and Max Bygraves. Some dedicated. Good Condition. A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TV/Film signed 10x8 b/w photo collection. 14 photos. Some of names included are Claudia Cardinale, Shelley Winters, Dorothy Dickson, Martha Raye, Phyllis Thaxter, Rosalind Russell, Jane Withers, Robert Young, Kenny Lynch, Jack Klugman, Cesar Romero and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vintage TV/Film collection dating back to the 1940’s. 32 items mainly 6x4 b/w and sepia photos. Some of names included are Betty Compson, Isobel Elsom, Harry Fowler, Aubrey Smith, Yvonne de Carlo, Valerie Hobson, Marian Montgomery, Larry Parks, Ralph Lynn, Jack Carson, Janet Blair, Joan Hopkins, Rex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Vintage TV/Film collection. 14 photos, mainly 6x4 b/w. Some of names included are Tessie O'Shea, Ronald Shiner, Lance Fortune, Eric Portman, Ray Ellington, Wilfred Pickles, Max Bygraves and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Granada tv signed guest registration cards. 60+ cards. Some of signatures are Nigel Knowles, Marion Howard, Miriam Bachrach, Stewart Parker, Hugh Ross, Julian Roach, Roland Rogers, Norman Swallow, Kelly Lawrence, Nick Sawyer, Gregory Philips, Simon Albury and many more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Granada tv signed guest registration cards. 60+ cards. Some of signatures are Carl Sutcliffe, Adam Richardson, Jonathan Roberts, Gareth Jones, Nigel Anthony, Alan Griffiths, Karen Hore, Roy Tipping, Arthur Graham, Gareth Jones, John Foster, Arlene Ludwig, Barbara Ewing and many more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Granada tv signed guest registration cards. 60+ cards. Some of signatures are Norman Swallow, Julian Pettifer, David Taylor, Jean Alexander, Humphrey Burton, Donald McPherson, Robert Owens, John Foster, Denise Baron, Roger Corry, Alan Abbot, Sarah Atkinson, Katharine Tayler and many more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Autograph Album containing more than twenty signatures of British actors, radio stars and old time Music hall entertainers from the 1920’s – 1940’s. Signatures include: G. S. Melvin Scottish pantomime dame and comedian, Len Clifford British stage actor who performed with the Granada Babes, c. 1940,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TV/film signed 10x8 photo collection. 6 photos. Amongst the signatures are Ian Lavender, Stefane Ruzowitz, Liza Goddard, Jerry Desmonde, Danny la Rue and more. Some dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Number</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Philip Pullman signed His Dark Materials trilogy, 3 books. All have signed bookplate attached to inside title page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Signed book collection. Contains 5 books. Shots from the Blue line signed by Ron Shudra, Who Flushed Granny down the Toilet signed by Andrew Collett, All Families are Psychotic signed by Douglas Coupland, Written in Jest signed by Michael A Lee slight crease to cover and Marked for Life signed by Jo...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Signed music collection. Includes 7 signed cd sleeves. CD's included and one cassette tape. Some of signatures included are Betty Lou Mills, Keith Smith, Garron Faith, Declan Bennett and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple w...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Signed 33rpm record sleeve collection. 19 record Some of signatures included are Tim Flt3, John Mann, Michael Harper, Valentino, Barron Knights, Brian Hazelby, Bryan Haworth, Peter Collins, Patti Flynn, The Singing Nolans, Bay City Rollers printed, Jennifer Partridge, Dave Mills and more. Some ded...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Rangers FC 2 DVD's signed collection. 1 signed by George Albertz the other unidentified. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Assorted Football signed team sheets from 1992/3 season. 18 in total. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Assorted TV/Film signed collection. Assortment of letters, photos, album pages. Contains 15 items. Some of names included are Oliver Cooper, Peggy Cummins, Kitty Carlisle, Laura Nelson Hall, Helen Ware and more. Some dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Assorted TV/Film/political signed collection. 11 items. Assortment of letters, album pages, signature pieces. Some of signatures included are David Copperfield, Esther McVey, David Andrews, Shirley Williams, Evelyn Miliard and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>TV/Film assorted collection. 7 items mainly 10x8 photos. Some of names included are Marcus Bonfanti, Irene Worti, Derek Martin, Alistair McGowan, Gena Rowlands and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can shi...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Football newspaper clipping signed collection. 12 items. Some of names included are Nat Lofthouse, Malcolm Barrass, Brian Pilkington, Jimmy Meadows, Jack Kelsey and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can sh...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>TV/Film signed white card collection. 11 in total. Some of names included are John Spencer, Kyra Sedgwick, Rob Morrow, Tommy &quot;Butch&quot; Bond, Marlee Matlin, Marjorie Lord and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Assorted Sport signed collection. 13 items. Includes album pages, signature pieces, newspaper photo. Some of names included are Dion Dublin, Gerry Francis, Graham Atkinson, Nat Lofthouse, Bob Wilson, Ronny Johnsen, Rudd van Nistelrooy and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certifica...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Assorted signed collection. 7 items mainly 10x8 photos. Some of names included are Ian Ferguson and Tom Boyd, Taylor Lautner, James Marsden, Tommy Haas, The Montellas, Nat Jackley and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winn...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TV/Film signed collection. 30+ items. Mainly 10x8. A lot have at some point been dedicated but dedications have been removed or tried to be removed. Some of names included are Martin Sheen, Michael Gross, KT Tunstall, Alice Cooper, Lance Henriksen, Bonnie Langford, Shane Richie, Graham Norton, Betty ...[more]

UNSIGNED 10x8 photo collection. In excess of 100 photos. Ideal to put with signature pieces. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. ...[more]

2000 Britannia Gold Proof Collection. 4 coins 22 Ct £100, 1oz, £50 1/2 oz, £25 1/4oz, £10 1/10oz. In original Red Royal Mint presentation box with certificate numbered 023. Only 750 sets were produced. Each coin is in mint condition in individual plastic case. Good condition. All items come with a C ...[more]


Heinz Harald Frentzen signed Williams photo. Mounted to approx size 15x14. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


Russell Crowe signed colour magazine photo. Mounted to approx size 16x24. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Robert Taylor signature piece mounted below b/w photo. Approx overall size 23x14. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Nicholas Lyndhurst signed DVD sleeve for Only Fools and Horses series 1. DVD included. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Bruce Greenwood and Jennifer Carpenter signed DVD sleeve for Batman Gotham by Gaslight. DVD included. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Bruce Forsyth signed Bruce - the autobiography hardback book. Signed on inside title page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Burt Ward, Adam West, Yvonne Craig and others signed DC Anniversary Batman's 500th appearance in Detectives comic. Signed on front cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3. ...[more]

Clive Dunn, Ian Lavender, Bill Pertwee, Frank Williams and Colin Bean signed Dad's Army A Celebration hardback book. Signed on inside front page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage ...[more]
The Eagles signed Take it Easy music score softback book. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Muhammad Ali signed b/w photo. Mounted to approx size 14x11. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Graham Hill signed colour photo. Mounted to approx size 14x11. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Jimmy Ellis signed colour photo. Mounted to approx size 14x11. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Angelo Dundee signed colour photo. Mounted to approx size 14x11. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Capt Mike Bannister & Capt McNaught signed 2008 cover comm. End of an Era Concorde and QEII. Internet stamps cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, ...[more]

Marvellous Marvin Hagler signed miniature boxing gloves. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

UK GB 1965 coin set in plastic display case. 1965 Great Britain 9 coin set Queen Elizabeth II Half Penny to Churchill Crown Cased. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, ...[more]

UK GB 1975 Proof coin set, mounted in a plastic display case, with a protective outer case. The coins and display case were made by the Royal Mint. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage ...[more]

Dambuster WW2 pilot Air Marshall Sir Harold Mick Martin DSO DFC, famous Dambuster raid pilot signed B30 Avro Lancaster bomber cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, E ...[more]

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle signed hard back book The Doings od Raffles Haw. Signed inside with A Conan Doyles Kindest Regards Feb 20, 93. Sone toning and signs of age, with nice clear autograph. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple win ...[more]

Tom Jones signed 45rpm record What a Party. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Otto Olejac Czech WW2 fighter ace handwritten letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Adolf Vrana WW2 Battle of Britain Czech ace signed 1993 typed letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison, moving letter written from his nursing home, with very scruffy autograph due to his age. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

Zygmunt Jelinski WW2 Polish fighter pilot 306 Sqn signed to reverse of 6 x 4 photo, with second photo of group of Polish fighter pilots not signed, from Ted Sergison Battle of Britain Historian collection. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

Wladyslaw Zajac WW2 fighter ace 315 Sqn signed 7 x 5 portrait photo from Ted Sergison Battle of Britain Historian collection. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

Polish Written Battle of Britain booklet produced by Frantisek Fajtl in excellent condition, 64 pages. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

Charles Shultz signed hardback book Happy Birthday Charlie Brown, inscribed to Kenneth best wishes. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

Ferenc Puskas signed vintage 6 x 4 b/w photo. Hungarian footballer and manager, widely regarded as one of the greatest players of all time. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

Lady Diana Princess of Wales signed 10 x 8 stunning colour photo dated 1996, with copy of the original letter from St James Palace. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

Marlon Brando signed 6 x 4 b/w photo in German Uniform. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

Audrey Hepburn signed 6 x 4 b/w portrait photo, couple small creases to bottom LH not affecting autograph. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

1940 HSO Battle of Britain booklet signed inside by 10 Battle of Britain pilots inc Chemelcki 54sqn, Ogilvie 601 Sqn, Bentley Beard 249 Sqn, Ingle Finch 604 Sqn, Hitchings 3 Sqn, Page 56sqn, Donaldson 151 sqn, Vrana 312 sqn, Hay 808 sqn, Brown 253 sqn. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. [more]

Battle of Britain multisigned 50th ann Fighter Association Dinner Menu card, signed by D Armitage 266sqn, R Gretton 266 sqn, W Sizer 231 sqn, D Adams 41 Sqn. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. [more]

Sir Malcolm Sargent signed 33 rpm record HMS Pinafore. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

Groucho Marx signed 195 Contract from TV Dinahi. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

Sally Eilers signed piece with b/w photo mounted to 10 x 8 inches overall. She made her film debut in 1927 in The Red Mill, directed by Roscoe Arbuckle. After several minor roles as an extra, in 1927-1928 she found work with Mack Sennett as one of his "flaming youth" comedians in several comedy shor... [more]
Munsters signed trading card collection. Nine cards three are signed by Butch Patrick, Pat Priest, Yvonne DeCarlo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest ...[more]

Battle of Britain Waclaw Krol signed book, his Polish paperback also signed by Marian Chelmecki Krol was Polish military pilot and an air colonel of the Polish Air Force. A veteran of the Polish Air Forces in France and Great Britain during World War II, he served with distinction alongside the Roya ...[more]

Battle of Britain Peter Howard Williams handwritten letter 1991 to BOB historian Ted Sergison. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99 ...[more]

Battle of Britain pilots G Brown 213 sqn, F Carey 1. sqn, A Ingle 605 sqn signed Blue card with Raf logo from collection BOB historian Ted Sergison. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, ...[more]

D Day FltLt D R Wills DFC signed Watching Station RAF FDC. Wills flew P51s with 19 Squadron, on D-Day he led the bombers in over Normandy. 50p Isle of Man D-Day stamp. 60th Anniversary of D-Day Douglas, Isle of Man, 6th June 2004. A British Heritage Collectables FDC. Good Condition. All signed piec ...[more]

D Day Lieutenant Colonel Terence Otway DSO signed Operation Overlord, The silencing of the Merville Battery cover AF15, JSAC88. 25p D-Day GB stamp, postmarked 50th Anniversary D-Day landings, The Silencing of the Merville Battery, BFPS 2420 6. 6. 94 postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come w ...[more]


D-Day Pegasus Bridge veteran R Lee, 6th Airborne signed 2004 BHC Hawker Typhoon cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

D-Day Sqn Ldr David Brown signed Watching Station RAF FDC. Brown flew spitfires with 92 Squadron, On D-Day he flew fighter sweeps over the beaches. Isle of Man D-Day stamp. 60th Anniversary The D-Day Landings, Douglas, Isle of Man, 6th April 2004 postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with ...[more]

D Day Desmond Story signed Spitfire RAF FDC. Story flew with 54F Squadron between 1941-2 and then Typhoons with 257 Squadron and was awarded the DFC, on D-Day he took part in ground attacks. Isle of Man D-Day stamp. 60th Anniversary of D-Day, Douglas, Isle of Man 6th June 2004 postmark. A British He ...[more]

D Day Don Shaw D-Day P51 pilot signed 2004 BHC Mustang cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Karl Donitz signed 6x4 black and white portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Florentino GM, Mme de K Aquirre signed rare Escape across Pyrenees cover. Also signed by Escapers D Darling and Gp Capt Bill Randle DFM. A very rare WW2 RAF cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide.


Twenty Three Battle of Britain pilots signed large 1965 Battle of Britain FDC with White Cliffs illustration and Fareham Hants CDS postmark. Signed by J Sanders, William Walker, Ivor Cosby, Denis David, Ludwig Martell, Archibald Winskill, Zibignew Wroblewski, Richards Jones, Tony Russell, Trevor Gra...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Lt Gen Ira C Eaker signed cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>James Lacey signed on his own Historic Aviators cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Wg Comm Robert Stanford Tuck signed on his own Historic Aviators cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Barnes Wallis signed RAF Museum cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Mountbatten of Burma and Mjr JLR Samson signed navy cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Gnr Sir John Hackett GCB CBE DSO signed Operation Market Garden joint services cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Alan Deere, Sqn Ldr Bennions and Bill Meynell signed on Deere's own Historic Aviators cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>F West VC CBE MC signed cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Alex Sinclair signed The Eagles Nest cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Grp Cptn Bobby Oxspring DFC AFC signed Arnhem Escaping Society cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Wg Comm Alexander Pirie signed El Alamein cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Wg Comm K W Mackenzie DFC AFC signed Adlertag cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>G H T Farquharson signed Malta GC Cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Sqd Ldr Lacey and Sqd Ldr Day signed RFDC31 cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>David Wood signed Tugs of War cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Comm J M Pack CBE signed cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>Flt Ltnt John Nichol signed 75th anniv of the RAF cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Air Vice Marshal J F Powell OBE signed RAF Manston museum cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Air Vice Marshal DCT Bennett CBE DSO signed Norway escaping society cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>Flt Lt B Searle signed Battle of Britain Memorial Flight cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>Richard Todd and Wg Comm P Day signed The Dambusters cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>Air Vice-Marshal A V Hogan DFC signed Invasion month cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>Tony Holland DFC signed Desert Spitfires cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>Vera Lynn signed Holding the Fort cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>Air Vice-Marsh A V Hogan DFC signed Invasion month cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>Susan Hampshire signed 10x8 colour photo from Living Free. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>Veronica Carlson signed Black/white portrait photograph mounted in a black frame featuring Peter Cushing and Veronica Carlson, stars of the Hammer production 'Frankenstein Must Be Destroyed’. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple wi...[more]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Joanna Lumley signed Colour photograph in black A4 frame of actress and model Joanna Lumley. She is seen publicising her role as ‘Purdy’ in The New Avengers, TV series. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship ...[more]

Joanna Lumley signed Black/white photograph in black A4 frame of actress and model Joanna Lumley. She is seen posing in black motor-bike leathers holding a crash helmet, while publicising her role as ‘Purdy’ in ‘The New Avengers’ TV series. black ink below her photograph. Good Condition. All signed ...[more]

Veronica Carlson signed Black/white portrait photograph mounted in a black frame featuring Peter Cushing and Veronica Carlson, stars of the Hammer production ‘Frankenstein Must Be Destroyed’. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple wi ...[more]


Douglas Fielding, actor on stage, film and television. Best known for his roles in the TV series ‘The Bill’ and as Det. Sgt. Quick in the soap dram ‘Eastenders’. Photo glossy black/white portrait of Douglas Fielding in his role of Det. Sgt. Quick. His signature is blow the photograph in black ink on ...[more]

Peter Blake signed CD inlay for Beatles Cd Sgt Pepper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Peter Waterfield signed Silver Medals FDC. GB diver. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lee Beachill signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Squash gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Chris Cook signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Gold medallist swimmer. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lisa Driskey signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Athletics gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Imogen Cairns signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Gold medallist gymnast. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

David Carry signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Matthew Clay signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Mick Gault signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Shooting gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Tracey Hallam signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Badminton gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Susan Gilroy signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Table tennis gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Charlotte Kerwood signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Shooting gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Glyn Barnett signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Shooting Gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Nicholas Nieland signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Athletics gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

David Phelps signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Shooting gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Rob Hayles signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Cycling gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Philips Idowu signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Athletics gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Liam Tancock signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Simon Burnett signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Caitlin McClatchey signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Alexander Scotcher signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
David Davies signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

David Carry signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Gregor Tait signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Chris Cook signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Gold medallist swimmer. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Michaela Breeze signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Weightlifting gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ross Davenport signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Rebecca Cooke signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Mike Babb signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Shooting gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ross Edgar signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Cycling gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Paul Foster signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Lawn bowls gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Rachel Parish signed Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Shooting gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Caitlin McClatchey signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Gregor Tait signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>David Carry signed 2006 Australian Commonwealth Games FDC. Swimming gold medallist. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Harrison Ford signed album page. American actor. Appeared in Star Wars and the Indiana Jones films. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>Claudine Auger signed white card. French actress and model. Appeared in Thunderball as Domino. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99 ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>Edward Woodward signed white card. English actor. Star of the Wicker man, Callan, The Equaliser and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>Arthur Lowe signed album page. English actor. Best known for his role as Captain Mainwaring in Dad’s Army. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of Wor...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Tony Robinson signed 6x4 white card. English comedian, actor and author. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>Jon Pertwee signed album page. English actor. Ossie Pickworth and Dick Burton on reverse. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>Carrie Fisher signed white card. American actress. Best known for playing Princess Leia in the Star Wars films. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>Stephen Fry signed white card. English comedian, actor and author. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>Michael Lonsdale signed white card. French actor. Appeared in Day of the Jackal, Moonraker and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>Henry Fonda small signature piece. American actor. Star of My Darling Clementine, 12 Angry Men, Once upon a time in the west. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>Tim Mcinnerny signed white card. English actor and comedian. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Miranda Richardson signed white card. English actress. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Helen Atkinson Wood signed album page. English actress and comedian. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Barbara Windsor signed white card. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ricky Gervis signed white card. English actor and comedian. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Bernard Cribbins signed white card. English actor. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lalla Ward signed white card. English actress. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Caroline John signed paper. English actress. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Pele signed white card. Brazilian footballer. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

James Hunt large signature piece. English F1 driver. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Adolfo Celi signature piece, mounted below b/w photo to approx size 16x12. Italian actor, best known for playing Largo in Thunderball. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, ...[more]

Constance Moore signed 10x8 b/w photo. January 18, 1920 or January 18, 1921 – September 16, 2005 in Los Angeles, California was an American singer and actress. Her most noted work was in wartime musicals such as Show Business and Atlantic City and the classic 1939 movie serial Buck Rogers, in which sh ...[more]

Glen Langan signed 10x8 sepia photo. July 8, 1917 – January 26, 1991 was an American character actor on stage and films. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU ...[more]

Joan Fontaine signed 10x8 colour photo. October 22, 1917 – December 15, 2013, was an American actress born in Japan to British parents. She was best known for her starring roles in cinema during the Classical Hollywood era. Fontaine appeared in more than 45 feature films in a career that spanned fiv ...[more]

Harry Carey Jnr signed 10x8 b/w photo. May 16, 1921 – December 27, 2012 was an American actor. He appeared in more than 90 films, including several John Ford Westerns, as well as numerous television series. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We comb ...[more]
Howard Keel signed 10x8 b/w photo. April 13, 1919 – November 7, 2004, known professionally as Howard Keel, was an American actor and singer with a rich bass-baritone singing voice. He starred in a number of MGM musicals in the 1950s and in the CBS television series Dallas from 1981–1991. Dedicated. ...[more]

Dolores Gray signed 10x8 b/w photo. June 7, 1924 – June 26, 2002 was an American actress and singer. She was nominated for the Tony Award for Best Lead Actress in a Musical twice, winning once. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage o ...[more]

Mary Carlisle signed 10x8 vintage photo. February 3, 1914 – August 1, 2018 was an American actress, singer, and dancer, she was best known for her roles as a wholesome ingénue in numerous 1930s musical-comedy films. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity ...[more]

Nancy Coleman signed 10x8 b/w photo. December 30, 1912 – January 18, 2000 was an American film, stage, television and radio actress. After working on radio and appearing on the Broadway stage, Nancy Coleman moved to Hollywood to work for Warner Bros. studios. Good Condition. All signed pieces come w ...[more]

Richard Attenborough signed 10x8 vintage photo. 29 August 1923 – 24 August 2014 was an English actor, filmmaker, entrepreneur, and politician. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK ...[more]

Richard Todd signed 10x8 b/w photo. 11 June 1919 – 3 December 2009 was an Irish born English actor. He received a Golden Globe Award for Most Promising Newcomer – Male, as well as an Academy Award for Best Actor nomination and a Golden Globe Award for Best Actor nomination for his role in the film T ...[more]

Margot Fonteyn signed 6x3 b/w photo. English ballerina. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Pier Anagoni signed album page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Judi Dench signed 6x4 card. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Tamara Toumanova signed album page. 2 March 1919 – 29 May 1996 was a Russian-American prima ballerina and actress. A child of exiles in Paris after the Russian Revolution of 1917, she made her debut at the age of 10 at the children's ballet of the Paris Opera. Good Condition. All signed pieces come ...[more]

Marge Champion signed album page. American dancer, choreographer, and stage and screen actress. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of Worl ...[more]

Joan Greenwood signed album page. 4 March 1921 – 28 February 1987 was an English actress. Her husky voice, coupled with her slow, precise elocution, was her trademark. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots an ...[more]

Bernard Miles signed album page. 27 September 1907 – 14 June 1991 was an English character actor, writer and director. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU f ...[more]

Paul Scofield signed 10x8 b/w photo. 21 January 1922 – 19 March 2008 was an English actor of stage and screen who was known for his striking presence, distinctive voice, and for the clarity and effortless intensity of his delivery. Regarded as one of the greatest Shakespearean actors of all time, Sc ...[more]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Keenan Wynn</td>
<td>signed 10x8 b/w photo. July 27, 1916 – October 14, 1986 was an American character actor. His expressive face was his stock-in-trade; and, though he rarely carried the lead role, he had prominent billing in most of his film and television roles. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>Flora Robson</td>
<td>signed 6x3 b/w photo. 28 March 1902 – 7 July 1984 was an English actress and star of the theatrical stage and cinema, particularly renowned for her performances in plays demanding dramatic and emotional intensity. Her range extended from queens to murderesses. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>Jose Ferrer</td>
<td>signed 6x4 vintage photo. January 8, 1912 – January 26, 1992, was a Puerto Rican actor and theatre and film director. He was the first Puerto Rican-born actor, as well as the first Hispanic actor, to win an Academy Award in 1950 for Cyrano de Bergerac. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>Lita Roza</td>
<td>signed 6x4 b/w photo. 14 March 1926 – 14 August 2008 was an English singer whose 1953 hit record &quot;How Much Is That Doggie in the Window?&quot; made her the first British solo singer to top the UK Singles Chart. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>Harry Corbett</td>
<td>signed 6x4 b/w photo. 28 January 1918 – 17 August 1989 was an English puppeteer, magician and television and stage presenter, who is best known as the creator of the glove puppet character Sooty in 1948. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>Harry Secombe</td>
<td>signed 6x4 b/w photo. 8 September 1921 – 11 April 2001 was a Welsh comedian, actor and singer. Secombe was a member of the British radio comedy programme The Goon Show 1951–60, playing many characters, but most notably, Noddy Seagoon. An accomplished tenor, he also appeared in musicals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>Jimmy Edwards</td>
<td>signed 6x3 b/w photo. 23 March 1920 – 7 July 1988 was an English comedy writer and actor on radio and television, best known as Pa Glum in Take It From Here and as headmaster &quot;Professor&quot; James Edwards in Whack-O!. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>Terry Thomas</td>
<td>signed 3x3 b/w photo. 14 July 1911 – 8 January 1990 English comedian and character actor who became known to a worldwide audience through his films during the 1950s and 1960s. He often portrayed disreputable members of the upper classes, especially cads, toffs and bounders, using his di ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>Lulu</td>
<td>signed 6x4 b/w photo. born Marie McDonald McLaughlin Lawrie; 3 November 1948 is a Scottish singer-songwriter, actress, TV personality and businesswoman. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>Val Doonican</td>
<td>signed 10x8 b/w photo. 3 February 1927 – 1 July 2015 was an Irish singer of traditional pop, easy listening, and novelty songs, who was noted for his warm and relaxed style. A crooner, he found popular success, especially in the United Kingdom where he had five successive Top 10 albums.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>Sacha Distel</td>
<td>signed 10x8 b/w photo. 29 January 1933 – 22 July 2004 was a French singer, guitarist, and actor who had hits with a cover version of &quot;Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head&quot;, &quot;Scoubidou&quot;, and &quot;The Good Life&quot;. He was made Chevalier Knight of the Légion d'Honneur in 1997. Dedicated. Good Condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>Roy Rogers</td>
<td>signed 10x8 b/w photo. November 5, 1911 – July 6, 1998 was an American singer and actor. He was one of the most popular Western stars of his era. Known as the &quot;King of the Cowboys&quot;, he appeared in over 100 films and numerous radio and television episodes of The Roy Rogers Show. Dedicated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>Maurice Chevalier</td>
<td>signature on Savoy Hotel notepaper. September 12, 1888 – January 1, 1972 was a French actor, cabaret singer and entertainer. He is perhaps best known for his signature songs, including &quot;Livin' In The Sunlight&quot;, &quot;Valentine&quot;, &quot;Louise&quot;, &quot;Mimi&quot;, and &quot;Thank Heaven for Little Girls&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tyrone Power small signature piece stuck to paper below sepia photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Dirk Bogarde signed 6x3 b/w photo. 28 March 1921 – 8 May 1999, was an English actor and writer. Initially a matinée idol in films such as Doctor in the House 1954 for the Rank Organisation, he later acted in art-house films. In a second career, he wrote seven best-selling volumes of memoirs, six nov [more]

Billy J Kramer signed 10x8 b/w photo. born 19 August 1943 in Bootle, Lancashire is an English pop singer. In the 1960s he was managed by Brian Epstein, who also managed the Beatles, and he recorded several original Lennon–McCartney compositions. 4. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certi [more]

Maggie Smith signed 10x8 b/w photo. English actress. She has had an extensive, varied career on stage, film, and television, spanning over 67 years. Smith has appeared in more than 50 films, and is one of Britain’s most recognisable actresses. A prominent figure in British culture for decades, she w [more]

Patrick Macnee signed 6x4 white card. 6 February 1922 – 25 June 2015 was a British film and television actor. He was best known for his role as the secret agent John Steed in the British television series The Avengers. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authentic [more]

James Coburn signed 4x4 coloured card. August 31, 1928 – November 18, 2002 was an American actor. He featured in more than 70 films, largely action roles, and made 100 television appearances during a 45-year career, ultimately winning an Academy Award in 1999 for his supporting role as Glen Whitehou [more]

James Cagney signed 10x8 b/w photo. July 17, 1899 – March 30, 1986 was an American actor and dancer, both on stage and in film though primarily known for the latter. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship wo [more]

Bette Midler signed card. American singer, songwriter, actress, comedian, and film producer. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World f [more]

Jimmy Stewart signed 5x4 b/w photo. May 20, 1908 – July 2, 1997 was an American actor and military officer who is among the most honoured and popular stars in film history. With a career that spanned 62 years, Stewart was a major Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract player who was known for his distinctive [more]

Pola Negri signed 8x5 card. 3 January 1897 – 1 August 1987 was a Polish stage and film actress who achieved worldwide fame during the silent and golden eras of Hollywood and European film for her tragedienne and femme fatale roles. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authentic [more]

Caroline Munro signed 10x8 colour swimsuit photo. She has added her character name Naomi 007 to the signature. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.9 ...[more]

Osmond's signature piece. 3 signatures including Olive Osmond. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Maureen O'Sullivan signed 10x8 sepia photo. 17 May 1911 – 23 June 1998 was an Irish-American actress best known for playing Jane in the Tarzan series of films. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwid ...[more]
Omar Sharif signed 5x4 colour photo. 10 April 1932 – 10 July 2015 was an Egyptian actor. He began his career in his native country in the 1950s, but is best known for his appearances in both English and American productions. His films included Lawrence of Arabia 1962, Doctor Zhivago 1965, and Funny ...[more]

Matt Monro signed 7x4 b/w photo. 1 December 1930 – 7 February 1985 was an English crooner who became one of the most popular entertainers on the international music scene during the 1960s and 1970s. Known as The Man with the Golden Voice., Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World fr ...[more]

Tessie O'Shea signed 6x4 b/w photo. 13 March 1913 – 21 April 1995 was a Welsh entertainer and actress. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Diana Rigg signed 6x4 card. English actress. She is best known for playing Emma Peel in the TV series The Avengers. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lynsey de Paul signed 6x4 card. 1 June 1948 – 1 October 2014 was an English singer-songwriter. She had chart hits in the UK and Europe in the 1970s, starting with the UK top 10 single "Sugar Me", becoming the first British female artist to achieve a number one with a self-written song in 1972 in Belg ...[more]

Helen Shapiro signed 6x4 card. born 28 September 1946 is an English pop singer, jazz singer and actress. She is best known for her two 1961 UK chart toppers, "You Don't Know" and "Walkin' Back to Happiness" both recorded when she was just fourteen years old. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pie ...[more]

Jack Benny signature piece with 10x8 b/w photo. February 14, 1894 – December 26, 1974 was an American comedian, vaudevillian, radio, television and film actor, and violinist. Recognized as a leading 20th-century American entertainer, Benny often portrayed his character as a miser, who obliviously pl ...[more]

Minnie Driver signed 8x5 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Kim Basinger signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Samantha Bond signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Claudine Auger signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Aliza Gur signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Anita Ekberg signed 8x6 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ursula Andress signed 10x8 colour swimsuit James Bond photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Tanya Roberts signed 10x8 colour bikini photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Honor Blackman signed 10x8 colour James Bond photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Carmen Du Sautoy signed 10x8 colour James Bond photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Irka Bochenko signed 10x8 colour photo. Stared in Moonraker. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Linda Gray signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Football Autographed Burnley 1960 Photo, A Superb Image Depicting The 1959/60 First Division Champions Posing With Their Trophy During A Photo-Shoot At Turf Moor, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Elder, Mcilroy, Connelly, Robson And Meredith Using A Fine Black Marker. Good Condition. All sig ...

Football Autographed Bobby Lennox Photo, A Superb Image Depicting The Celtic Midfielder Going Close With A Headed Effort Against Tottenham In A Pre-Season Friendly At Hampden Park In 1967, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Black Marker. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certi ...

Football Autographed Mike Bailey Photo, A Superb Image Depicting The Charlton Athletic Midfielder Striking A Full Length Action Pose For Photographers During A Photo-Shoot At The Valley, C1965, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Black Marker. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a ...[more]

Football Autographed Bobby Tambling Photo, A Superb Image Depicting The Chelsea Forward In Full Length Action, C1970, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Black Marker. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and ...

Football Autographed Ian Ure Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Dundee Players Gathering Around The League Championship Trophy During A Photo-Shoot At Dens Park In 1962, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Ure Only Using A Gold Marker. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of A ...

Football Autographed Francis Lee Photo, A Superb Image Depicting England Players Lining Up Shoulder To Shoulder For The National Anthem Prior To A 0-0 Draw With Mexico In A Friendly International Played At The Azteca Stadium In 1969, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Lee Only Using A Black Ma ...

Football Autographed Frank Worthington Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Liverpool Manager Bill Shankly Shaking Hands With The Leicester City Forward Prior To A 0-0 Draw In A First Division Encounter At Anfield In 1973, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Worthington Only Using A Blue Marker. Goo ...

Football Autographed Leicester City 1963 Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Their 1963 Fa Cup Final Team Posing For Photographers During A Photo-Shoot At Filbert Street Prior To The Final, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Banks, Stringfellow, Cross And Riley Using A Black Marker. Good Condition ...

Football Autographed Jan Molby Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Molby Jumping With Joy After Setting Up Teammate Craig Johnston To Score Liverpool's Second Goal In A 3-1 Victory Over Everton In The 1986 Fa Cup Final At Wembley, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Silver Marker. Good Conditi ...[more]
Football Autographed Alan Kennedy Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Kennedy Posing With The League Cup In The Dressing Room After Liverpool's 2-1 Victory Over West Ham United In The 1981 Final Replay At Villa Park, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Black Marker. Good Condition. All signed ...[more]

Football Autographed Steve Heighway Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Heighway Scoring Liverpool's Second Goal In A 3-0 Victory Over Newcastle United In The 1974 Fa Cup Final, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Black Marker. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authe ...[more]

Football Autographed Ron Baynham Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Bolton Forward Nat Lothhouse Heading Past The Luton Town Goalkeeper To Score The Only Goal Of An Fa Cup Fifth Round Encounter At Kenilworth Road In 1953, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Baynham Only Using A Black Marker. Good ...[more]

Football Autographed Mike Summerbee Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Summerbee Introducing His Manchester City To Hrh The Duke Of Kent Prior To The 1974 League Cup Final At Wembley, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Summerbee Only Using A Fine Blue Marker. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combi ...[more]

Football Autographed Francis Lee Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Manchester City's Lee Being Congratulated By A Teammate After His Goal Gave City A 4-2 Lead Over Newcastle United In The Final Game Of The 1967/68 Season, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Fine Blue Marker. Good Condition. ...[more]

Football Autographed Bert Trautmann Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Manchester City's German Born Goalkeeper Posing For Photographers Prior To A Game, C1950, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Blue Marker. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combi ...[more]

Football Autographed Manchester City 1969 Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Manchester City Players Posing The Charity Shield, The League Championship Trophy And The Fa Cup During A Photo-Shoot In 1969, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Oakes, Doyle, Booth, Dowd, Pardoe, Bell, Book, Lee, Summer ...[more]

Football Autographed Jack Crompton Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Manchester United Players Posing For A Squad Photo During A Photo-Shoot At Old Trafford, C1953, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Crompton Only Using A Silver Marker. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate o ...[more]

Football Autographed Sammy Mcilroy Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Manchester United Captain Martin Buchan Congratulating Mcilroy After The Irishman's Late Equaliser Against Arsenal In The 1979 Fa Cup Final, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Mcilroy Only Using A Black Marker. Good Condition. ...[more]

Football Autographed Willie Morgan Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Morgan Scoring Manchester United's Goal In A 1-1 Draw With Estudiantes In The Second Leg Of The 1968 World Club Championship Final At Old Trafford, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Fine Blue Marker, Good Condition. All s ...[more]

Football Autographed Manchester United 1966 Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Players Posing For Photographers In Front Of The Discoveries Monument In Lisbon Prior To Their European Cup Quarter-Final Second Leg Against Benfica In 1966, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Pat Crerand And John Conn ...[more]

Football Autographed Manchester United 1977 Photo, A Superb Image Depicting United's Winning Goal In A 2-1 Victory Over Liverpool In The 1977 Fa Cup Final At Wembley, Lou Macaris Shot Rebounds Off Teammate Jimmy Greenhoff And Loops Over The Liverpool Goalkeeper, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed ...[more]

Football Autographed Manchester United 1977 Photo, A Superb Image Depicting United's Stuart Pearson And Jimmy Greenhoff Posing With The Fa Cup During A Photo-Shoot At Old Trafford After Victory In 1977, Both Players Scored In A Memorable 2-1 Victory Over Liverpool, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Sig ...[more]
Football Autographed Alex Elder Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Northern Ireland's Squad Of Players Posing For Photographers During A Photo-Shoot On The Eve Of A 3-1 Defeat To England In A British Home International At Windsor Park In 1969, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Elder Only Using A ...[more]

Football Autographed Northern Ireland 1986 Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Norman Whiteside Celebrating With Teammate Sammy McIlroy After Scoring Northern Ireland's Goal In A 1-1 Draw With Algeria In The 1986 World Cup Finals, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Both Players Using A Fine Blue M ...[more]

Football Autographed Larry Lloyd Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Lloyd Celebrating Nottingham Forest's Second Successive European Cup Victory, After A 1-0 Victory Over Hamburg At The Estadio Bernebeu In 1980, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Black Marker. Good Condition. All signed pie ...[more]

Football Autographed Nottm Forest 1979 Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Ian Bowyer And Kenny Burns Celebrating With The European Cup During Celebration Scenes At Munich's Olympic Stadium After Nottingham Forest's 1-0 Victory Over Malmo In The 1979 Final, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Both ...[more]

Football Autographed Nottm Forest 1979 Photo, A Superb Image Depicting Garry Birtles Celebrating With Teammate John Robertson After Scoring His Second Goal In Nottingham Forest's 3-2 Victory Over Southampton In The 1979 League Cup Final, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Both Players Using A ...[more]

Football Autographed Scotland 1974 Photo, A Superb Image Depicting The Scotland Team Lining Up Shoulder To Shoulder Prior To A 2-1 Defeat To West Germany In A Friendly International Prior To The 1974 World Cup Finals, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed By Morgan, Burns And Stanton Using A Silver ...[more]

Football Autographed Tony Kay Photo, A Superb Image Depicting The Sheffield Wednesday Left-Half Posing For Photographers During A Photo-Shoot At Hillsborough In 1957, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Blue Marker. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. ...[more]

Football Autographed Gerry Young Photo, A Superb Image Depicting The Sheffield Wednesday Left-Half Warming Up In Front Of Photographers Prior To A Game, C1960, Measuring 12" X 8" It Has Been Signed Using A Blue Marker. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We com ...[more]
Sharon D Clarke Actress Signed Doctor Who 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Charlie Cox Actor Signed Marvel 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Arthur Davill Actor Signed Doctor Who 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Russell T Davies Screenwriter Signed Doctor Who 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Danny Dyer Actor Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Kelsey Grammer Actor Signed Simpsons 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Amanda Holden Actress & Presenter Signed Sexy 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Jessica Hynes Actress Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lenny James Actor Signed The Walking Dead 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Alex Karras Actor & American Football Player Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lesley Manville Actress Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Bill Maynard Actor Signed Promo Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Elizabeth McGovern Actress Signed Downton Abbey 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Clive Owen Actor Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Wendall Pierce Actor Signed The Wire 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>296</td>
<td>Hayley Atwell &amp; Tom Burke Signed Rosmersholm 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>Suranne Jones Actress Signed Doctor Foster 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>Gwyneth Strong Actress Signed Only Fools &amp; Horses 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299</td>
<td>Julia Stiles Actress Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>David Walliams Comedy Actor Signed Little Britain 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>Bradley Walsh Comedian &amp; Actor Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>Barbara Windsor Actress Signed Carry On 5x7 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>A1 Music Band Fully Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>Michael Ball Singer Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>Craig David Singer Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306</td>
<td>Pete Doherty Libertines Singer Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307</td>
<td>Neil Hannon Devine Comedy Singer Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>Howard Jones Singer Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309</td>
<td>Mark King Level 42 Singer Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>Level 42 8x10 Photo Signed By Mark King, Mike Lindup &amp; Nathan King. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Louise Redknapp Singer Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Sir Hartley Shawcross Ww2 Nuremberg War Crimes Lawyer Signed 8x10 Parliament Photo £12-14. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Konstantin Feoktistov Russian Spacecraft Designer & Cosmonaut Signed 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Frank Stapleton Signed Arsenal 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


Peter Mcparland Signed 1957 Aston Villa 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


Lee Bowyer Signed Charlton 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Charlton Athletic 2018/19 8x10 Club Crest Photo Signed By 14 Inc. Lee Bowyer. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Eden Hazard Signed Chelsea 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Bobby Tambling Signed Chelsea 12x16 Montage Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Archie Gemmill Signed 1975 Derby County 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Tony Book Signed Manchester City 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Joe Hart Signed Manchester City 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Colin Bell, Mike Summerbee & Francis Lee Signed Manchester City Legends 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7. [more]

John Aston Signed Manchester United George Best Tribute Cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Alex Dawson Signed Manchester United 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Mike Duxbury Signed Manchester United 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Bill Foulkes Signed Manchester United 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Gordon Hill Signed Manchester United 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


David McCreery Signed Manchester United 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Willie Mcguinness Signed Manchester United 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Sammy Mcilroy Signed 1979 Manchester United 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Willie Morgan Signed Manchester United 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

David Sadler Signed Manchester United 1967 League Champions Cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Peter Schmeichel Manchester United Legend Signed 4x6 Page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
338 Paul Scholes Signed Manchester United 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

339 Ole Gunnar Solskjaer Signed Manchester United 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

340 Alex Stepney Signed Manchester United George Best Tribute Cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

341 Norman Whiteside Signed Manchester United 1983 Fa Cup Winners Cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


343 Stan Bowles Signed Queens Park Rangers 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


345 Les Allen Signed Tottenham Hotspur Danny Blanchflower Tribute Cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

346 Peter Baker Signed Tottenham Hotspur Danny Blanchflower Tribute Cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

347 Ben Davies Signed Tottenham Hotspur 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

348 Terry Dyson Signed Tottenham Hotspur Danny Blanchflower Tribute Cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

349 Troy Deeney Signed Watford 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

350 Abdoulaye Doucoure Signed Watford 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

351 Billy Bonds Signed West Ham United 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Phil Parkes Signed 1980 West Ham United 12x16 Photo Edition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


Gordon Banks Signed England 1970 World Cup Pele Save 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Geoff Hurst Signed England 1966 World Cup 12x16 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Pele Brazil Legend Signed 4x6 Page £20-22. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Kelly Holmes Signed 2004 Olympic Games 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Trent Boult Signed New Zealand Cricket 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Michael Clarke Australia Cricket Signed 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Colin De Grandholmme New Zealand Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Aaron Finch Australia Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ben Foakes England Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Brad Haddin Australia Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Justin Langer Australia Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
367 Tom Latham New Zealand Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

368 Jack Leach England Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

369 Nathan Lyons Australia Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

370 Lasith Malinga Sri Lanka Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

371 Shaun Marsh Australia Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

372 Angelo Matthews Sri Lanka Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

373 Morne Morkel South Africa Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

374 Chris Morris South Africa Cricket Signed 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

375 Nathan Coulter-Nile Australia Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

376 Craig Overton England Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

377 Thisara Perera Sri Lanka Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

378 Kevin Pietersen England Cricket Signed 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

379 Shaun Pollock South Africa Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

380 Ricky Ponting Australia Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

381 Kumar Sangakkara Sri Lanka Cricket Signed 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

382 Ravi Shastri India Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
383 Graeme Smith South Africa Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

384 James Hildreth & Marcus Trescothick Signed Somerset 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

385 Tim Southee New Zealand Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

386 Mitchell Starc Australia Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

387 Marcus Stoinis Australia Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

388 Ross Taylor New Zealand Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

389 Marcus Trescothick England Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

390 Courtney Walsh West Indies Cricket Signed 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

391 David Warner Australia Cricket Signed 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

392 Kane Williamson New Zealand Cricket Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

393 Adam Zampa Australia Cricket Signed 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

394 William Buick Signed Horse Racing Jockey 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

395 Robin Cousins Signed Ice Skating 7x5 Promo Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

396 Marcus Smith Signed England Rugby 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

397 Jimmy Robertson Signed Snooker 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

398 James Wattana Signed Snooker 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Nat Lofthouse Signed Bolton Wanderers 1958 Fa Cup Winners Cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ian McNeice Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Ian McNeice as the voice of Kwaltz in The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Dante Basco Hook hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Dante Basco as Rufio in the 1991 Robin Williams movie, Hook! This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Paul Darrow d Blakes 7 hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Paul Darrow as Kerr Avon in the classic scifi tv show Blakes 7. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lot of 3 Nightbreed hand signed 10x8 photos. This beautiful set of 3 hand-signed photos depict four of the main characters from Clive Barker's Nightbreed. Doug Bradley as Lylesberg, Simon Bamford and Ohnaka and Nicholas Vince as Kinski. These signed photos are guaranteed authentic, and are supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Angus MacInnes Star Wars hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Angus MacInnes as Gold Leader in the classic sci fi movie Star Wars - A New Hope. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good con...

Mark Ryan Transformers hand-signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Mark Ryan as the voice of Bumblebee in the hit movie Transformers. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good cond...

Brian Murphy The Devils hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts the poster for the 1971 classic horror The Devils, hand signed by Brian Murphy who played Adam. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia compan...

Sheila Reid Benidorm hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Sheila Reid as Madge Harvey in the hit tv show Benidorm. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide.

Christopher Atkins Blue Lagoon hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Christopher Atkins as Richard Lestrange in the 1980 romantic drama, The Blue Lagoon. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies...

Adrienne Barbeau Swamp Thing hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Adrienne Barbeau as Alice in the 1982 classic, Swamp Thing. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed ...

Linda Hayden Hammer Horror hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Linda Hayden as Alice Hargood in the Hammer Horror Movie, Taste The Blood Of Dracula. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. G...

Michael York Logan's Run hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Michael York in his role as Logan from the 1976 cult classic sci-fi film "Logan's Run". This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Go...
Ken Kirzinger Freddy vs Jason hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Ken Kirzinger as Jason Voorhees in the movie Freddy vs Jason. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All sig ...[more]

Freddie Jones The Elephant Man hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Freddie Jones as Bytes in the 1980 classic movie The Elephant Man. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. ...[more]

Mitch Weissman Beatlemania hand-signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Mich Weissman as Paul McCartney in the 1981 movie, Beatlemania. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All sig ...[more]

Joanna Cassidy Bladerunner hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Joanna Cassidy as Zhora in the 1982 classic sci-fi movie, Bladerunner. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. ...[more]

Georgina Haig Once Upon A Time hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Georgina Haig as Elsa in the hit tv show Once Upon A Time. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All sign ...[more]

Ted Lange The Love Boat hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Ted Lange as Bartender Isaac Washington in the classic 1970s / 1980s tv show, The Love Boat. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph memorabilia companies ...[more]

Paul Darrow Blakes 7 hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Paul Darrow as Kerr Avon in the classic scifi tv show Blakes 7. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pi ...[more]

Steve-O Jackass hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Steve-O who is best known for being part of the Jackass and Wild Boyz tv shows. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. Al ...[more]

Julie Dawn Cole Willy Wonka hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Julie Dawn Cole as Veruca Salt in the classic movie Willy Wonka & The Chocolate Factory. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph memorabilia comp ...[more]

Linda Hayden Isla Blair Hammer Horror hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Linda Hayden as Alice and Isla Blair as Lucy in the Hammer Horror Movie, Taste The Blood Of Dracula. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph ...[more]

Reeve Carney Penny Dreadful hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Reeve Carney as Dorian Gray in the hit tv show Penny Dreadful. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All sig ...[more]

Madeline Smith Hammer Horror hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Madeline Smith as Sarah in the Hammer Horror Movie, Frankenstein and the Monster from Hell. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph memorabilia comp ...[more]

Catherine Schell Space: 1999 hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Catherine Schell in her role as Maya in the classic scifi tv show, Space 1999. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Co ...[more]
Prentis Hancock Space: 1999 hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Prentis Hancock as Paul Morrow in the classic 1970s sci-fi tv show Space: 1999. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Co ...

Julian Glover Indiana Jones hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Julian Glover as Walter Donovan in the hit movie Indiana Jones and The Last Crusade. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. G ...

Katrina Law Arrow hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Katrina Law as Nyssa al Ghul in the hit superhero tv show, Arrow. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pie ...

Hannah Spearritt Andrew Lee Potts Primeval hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Hannah Spearritt and Andrew Lee Potts in the hit tv show Primeval. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good ...

John Leeson Dr. Who hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts John Leeson as the voice of K9 from the hit sci-fi tv show, Dr. Who. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signe ...

Eileen Dietz The Exorcist hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Eileen Dietz as the face of Pazuzu in the classic horror movie The Exorcist. Eileen signed with the quote "You will lose bitch". This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's ...

Hercules dual signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Kevin Sorbo and Sam Jenkins Sorbo from the hit tv show Hercules. Signed by both actors. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. Al ...

Lot of 2 Playboy Models hand signed 10x8 photos. These beautiful hand-signed photos depict Playboy Models Victoria Winters Playboy Cybergirl of the month in March 2013 and Tahlia Paris Playboy Cybergirl of the Year 2017. These signed photos are guaranteed authentic and are supplied from one of the U ...

Grace Park Battlestar Galactica hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Grace Park as "Boomer" in the hit sci fi tv show, Battlestar Galactica. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condi ...

Nicole Eggert hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Nicole Eggert as Summer Quinn in the hit 1980s / 90s tv show, Baywatch. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed p ...

Johnny Duncan Batman 1949 hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Johnny Duncan deceased as Robin in Batman and Robin, release in 1949. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. Al ...

Jessica Jane Clement The Real Hustle hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Jessica Jane Clement who was one of the presenters of BBC's The Real Hustle, and was also one of the contestant's on Ant and De's I'm A Celebrity Get Me Out Of Here. This signed photo is guaranteed ...

Tom Baker and Michael Jayston hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Tom Baker Rasputin and Michael Jayston The Tzar in the 1971 movie Nicholas and Alexandra. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia compa ...
Brooke Haven Playboy & Porn Star signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Brooke Haven, a former Playboy Model and internationally known adult actress, having starred in many adult movies. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies.

Lot of 3 Playboy Models hand signed 10x8 photos. These beautiful hand-signed photos depict Playboy Models Ali Rose, Ria Rose and Rebecca Carter. These signed photos are guaranteed authentic and are supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pieces...

Lot of 3 Playboy Models hand signed 10x8 photos. These beautiful hand-signed photos depict Playboy Models Alissa Arden, Samantha Rice and Shannon Cole. These signed photos are guaranteed authentic and are supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All sign...

Ken Kirzinger Freddy vs Jason hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Ken Kirzinger as Jason Voorhees in the movie Freddy vs Jason. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All sign...

Paul Darrow d Blakes 7 hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Paul Darrow as Kerr Avon in the classic scifi tv show Blakes 7. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All sign...

Manu Bennett Spartacus hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Manu Bennett as Crixus in the hit tv show Spartacus: Blood and Sand. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All sign...

Caroline Munro Judd Hamilton Starcrash hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Caroline Munro and Judd Hamilton in a scene from the classic scifi movie Starcrash, and signed by both actors. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All sign...

Victoria Winters Playboy Model hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Playboy Model Victoria Winters Playbo...[more]

Barbara Desiree Playboy Model hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Playboy Cybergirl, Barbara Desiree. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Ce...

Doug Bradley Pinhead hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts a rare image of Doug Bradley in his role as Pinhead from the classic horror movie franchise, Hellraiser. Signed during private signing session. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Ce...

Sandra Taylor Penthouse Pet & actress hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand- signed photo depicts Sandra Taylor, who is a former Penthouse Pet, and has appeared in several movies including The Princess Diaries. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Ce...

Brinke Stevens B-Movie Scream Queen hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Brinke Stevens, who is best known as a B-Movie scream queen in 1970s / 1980s horror slasher films. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph me...

Hammer Horror Dracula A. D. dual signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Christopher Neame and Caroline Munro in the Hammer Horror movie Dracula A. D. Signed by both actors. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies.

Hammer Horror Dracula A. D. dual signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Christopher Neame and Caroline Munro in the Hammer Horror movie Dracula A. D. Signed by both actors. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All sign...
George Wendt Cheers hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts George Wendt as Norm Peterson in the hit comedy tv show, Cheers. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed pi...[more]

Catherine Schell Space: 1999 hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Catherine Schell in her role as Maya in the classic scifi tv show, Space 1999. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Co...[more]

Patrick Macnee The Avengers hand-signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Patrick Macnee d as John Steed in the classic hit 1960s tv show, The Avengers. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Co...[more]

Alessandra Torresani very sexy hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Alessandra Torresani who is best known for her roles in Big Bang Theory Claire and Caprica Zoe. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia...[more]

Albert Wilkinson Willy Wonka hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Albert Wilkinson as an Oompa Loompa in the classic movie Willy Wonka & The Chocolate Factory. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia...[more]

Mary Stavin 007 Miss World 1977 hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts the poster from the James Bond movie A View To A Kill, signed by Mary Stavin who played Kimberley Jones. Mary was also crowned Miss World in 1977. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia...[more]

Grace Park Hawaii Five-0 hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Grace Park as Kono Kalakaua in the hit tv show, Hawaii Five-0. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed...[more]

Kane Hodder Friday 13th hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo is signed by Kane Hodder who played Jason Voorhees in four of the Friday 13th movies. Signed during private signing session. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph...[more]

Ciara Price Playboy Model hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Playboy's Playmate of the Month for November 2011 Ciara Price. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signe...[more]

Yvonne Romain The Curse of the Werewolf hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Yvonne Romain as the Servant Girl in the Hammer Horror movie, The Curse of the Werewolf. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph...[more]

Michael Carter American Werewolf in London hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Michael Carter as Gerald Bringsley in the classic 1981 horror movie, An American Werewolf In London. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autog...[more]

Virginia Hey Farscape hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand-signed photo depicts Virginia Hey as Pa’u Zotoh Zhaan in the hit tv show Farscape This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. All signed piec...[more]

Alessandra Torresani very sexy hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Alessandra Torresani who is best known for her roles in Big Bang Theory Claire and Caprica Zoe. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia...[more]
Michael Jayston Susan Jameson UFO hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Michael Jayston and Susan Jameson as Russell and Anne Stone in the classic 1970s British SciFi tv show UFO. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph companies. Good Condition. ...

Mark Goddard Lost In Space hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo depicts Mark Goddard as Major Don West in the hit 1960s tv show Lost In Space. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic, and is supplied from one of the UK's leading autograph memorabilia companies. Good Condition. ...

Murray Walker signature piece mounted below colour photo of the famous Formula 1 motor racing commentator. Approx. overall size 15x11. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99. ...

Len Hutton mounted signature piece 9 x 9 with a 6 x 4 Len Hutton Test Century Makers of Adelaide. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7 ...

Jack Hobbs mounted signature piece 12 x 9 with a 6 x 4 Jack Hobbs Test Century Makers of Adelaide. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £...

Mary Peters genuine authentic signed autograph display. High quality professionally mounted 18x11 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 8x10 inch colour portrait photograph and signature piece matted below the photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces c ...

Roger Lloyd Pack signed autograph presentation. High quality professionally mounted 16 x 13 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 8x10 inch colour portrait photograph and signature piece matted below the photo. Roger Lloyd-Pack 8 February 1944 – 15 Jan ...

Sylvia Syms signed autograph presentation. High quality professionally mounted 17x13 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 10x8 inch colour portrait photograph and signature piece matted below the photo. Sylvia May Laura Syms, OBE 6 January 1934 is an ...

Ian McDiarmid signed autograph presentation. High quality professionally mounted 17 x 11 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 8x10 inch colour portrait photograph and signature piece matted below the photo. Ian McDiarmid 11 August 1944 is a British ch ...

Eli Wallach signed autograph presentation. High quality professionally mounted 17 x 11 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 8x10 inch colour portrait photograph and signature piece matted below the photo. Eli Wallach 7th December 1915 - 24th June 2014 ...

Richard Wilson signed autograph presentation. High quality professionally mounted 17 x 11 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 8x10 inch colour portrait photograph and signature piece matted below the photo. Richard Wilson OBE 9th July 1936 is a Scott ...

Ian Carmichael signature piece mounted below b/w photo. Approx. overall size 12x17. English actor best known for his roles in the films of the Boultng brothers such as Private's Progress and I'm All Right Jack. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine po ...

Gordon Jackson signature piece mounted below b/w photo. Approx. overall size 15x12. Scottish actor best remembered for his roles as the butler Angus Hudson in Upstairs, Downstairs and as George Cowley, the head of CI5, in The Professionals. He also portrayed Flt. Lt. Andrew MacDonald in The Great Es ...
Paul McGann signature piece mounted below colour photo from Dr Who. Approx. overall size 16x12. English actor. He came to prominence for portraying Percy Toplis in the 1986 television serial The Monacled Mutineer. He later starred in the 1987 dark comedy Withnail and I, and as the eighth incarnation...

Stewart Granger signature piece mounted below b/w Western movie photo. He was a popular leading man from the 1940s to the early 1960s, rising to fame through his appearances in the Gainsborough melodramas. Approx. overall size 12x15. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity.


Richard Briers signature piece mounted below b/w photo of him with Felicity Kendall in the Good Life. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £...

George C Scott signature piece below b/w photo. American stage and film actor, director, and producer. He was best known for his stage work, as well as his portrayal of General George S. Patton in the film Patton, as General Buck Turgidson in Stanley Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to St...

Randolph Scott signature piece mounted below b/w photo. American film actor whose career spanned from 1928 to 1962. As a leading man for all but the first three years of his cinematic career, Scott appeared in a variety of genres, including social dramas, crime dramas, comedies, musicals albeit in n...

Anthony Quayle genuine authentic signed autograph display. A 20cm x 25cm image double 3D mounted in acid free mountboard with an authentic signature of Anthony Quayle in ink. Overall size ready for framing is 28cm x 41 cm. Please do not confuse these mounts with the many other homemade efforts often...

Rod Steiger genuine authentic autograph signed display. A 10" x 8" photo in a double 3D mount to an overall size of 28cm x 42cm, together with a genuine signature in ink of Rod Steiger on an album page. The mount is computer cut and is made to the very highest standards. Good Condition. All signed p...

Peter Finch genuine authentic signed autograph photo display. A 10" x 8" photo in a double 3D mount to an overall size of 28cm x 45cm, together with a genuine signature of Peter Finch in biro on an album page. The mount is computer cut and is made to the very highest standards, so please do not conf...

Stewart Granger genuine signed authentic autograph photo display. An 10" x 8" photo double 3D mounted using acid free board to an overall size of 28cm x 44cm, together with a signature on a piece taken from an autograph album signed by Stewart Granger in ink. Please do not confuse these displays with...

Alan Ladd genuine authentic signed autograph display with photo. A 16" x 12" photograph double 3D mounted in acid free board with an engraved metal plaque, mounted with a piece signed by Alan Ladd. Overall size for ready to mount is 38cm x 58cm. Please do not confuse this with some of the many mount...

Peter O'toole genuine authentic signed autograph display with photo. A 16" x 12" photograph double 3D mounted in acid free board with an engraved metal plaque, mounted with a piece signed by Peter O'Toole. Overall size for ready to mount is 38cm x 58cm. Please do not confuse this with some of the ma...

Charles Boyer genuine authentic autograph signature and photo. A 20cm x 25cm photograph of Charles Boyer double 3D mounted in acid free board to an overall size of 28cm x 40cm ready for framing. Below the photograph is an authentic signature of Charles Boyer in black ink. Please do not confuse these...
Mel Ferrer genuine authentic signed autograph display. A 10" x 8" photo double 3D mounted in acid free mount board, with a genuine signature of Mel Ferrer on a piece below. Mounted and ready to frame to an overall size of 28cm x 40cm. Please do not confuse these with the usual kitchen table handmade ...[more]

Christopher Lee genuine authentic signed autograph display. High quality professionally mounted 15x13 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 8x10 inch colour portrait photograph and signature piece matted below the photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces ...[more]

Peter Sellers genuine authentic signed autograph display. High quality professionally mounted 17x11 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 8x10 inch b/w portrait photograph and signature piece matted below the photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces co ...[more]

Peter O'Toole genuine authentic signed autograph display. High quality professionally mounted 16x13 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 8x10 inch colour portrait photograph and signature piece matted below the photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces ...[more]

James Garner genuine authentic signed autograph display. High quality professionally mounted 17x11 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 8x10 inch colour portrait photograph and signature piece matted below the photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces ...[more]

James Bolam and Rodney Bewes genuine authentic signed autograph display. High quality professionally mounted 16x13 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 8x10 inch colour portrait photograph and two signature pieces matted below the photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces ...[more]

Jean Simmons genuine authentic signed autograph display. High quality professionally mounted 19x11 inch overall sized display. 3D double mounted in acid free mountboard. Consists of an 8x10 inch b/w portrait photograph and signature piece matted below the photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces com ...[more]

Air Vice Marshal Harold Arthur Cooper Bird Wilson CBE DSO DFC* AFC*signature piece. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99 ...[more]

Air Vice Marshal Charles George Lott CB CBE DSO DFC MiD signature piece. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of W ...[more]

Air Vice Marshal Frederick Desmond Hughes CB CBE DSO DFC**AFC MA signature piece. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, ...[more]

Air Commodore Edward "Teddy" Mortlock Donaldson CB, CBE, DSO, AFC* signed handwritten letter. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU ...[more]

Air Vice Marshal John de Milt Severne KCVO OBE AFC ADC signature piece. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of Wo ...[more]

Air Vice Marshal Percy Eric Maitland CB CBE MVO AFC MiD* Jp signed handwritten letter. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5 ...[more]
Air Marshal Sir Patrick Henry Lyon Playfair KBE, CB, CVO, MC, MiD*, DSM, Legion of Honour signature piece. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Air Commodore Reynell Henry Verney CBE handwritten letter. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Air Commodore John Oliver AFC signature piece. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Air Commodore The Honourable John David Boyle CBE DSO Order of St Maurice & St Lazarus signature piece. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Air Marshal Hugh Sidney Porter Walmsley KCB, KCIE, CBE, MC, DFC, MiD**** signed handwritten letter. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Air Marshal Sir Anthony Dunkerton 'Mark' Selway KCB DFC signature piece. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Air Chief Marshal Sir William Lawrence Mary MacDonald signature piece. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Air Chief Marshal Sir William Lawrence Mary MacDonald signed handwritten letter. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Air Commodore Gerard John Christopher Paul CB DFC Croix de Guerre CMC FRAeS signature piece. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Air Vice Marshal Frank Leslie Dodd CBE DSO DFC AFC**AE signed handwritten letter. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Air Marshal Sir Ivor Gordon Broom KCB CBE DSO DFC**AFC, QCVSA signed typed letter. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Air Vice Marshal Harold Arthur Cooper Bird Wilson CBE DSO DFC* AFC* signed typed letter. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>517</td>
<td>Air Vice Marshal Ronald George Knot CB DSO DFC AFC* signed handwritten letter. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Re ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>518</td>
<td>Flight Lieutenant Wallace &quot;Jock&quot; Cunningham DFC signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>519</td>
<td>Flight Lieutenant Norman Percy Gerald Barron signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>Flight Lieutenant Laurence Edward Hooper-Smith signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>521</td>
<td>Squadron Leader Geoffrey Harry Augustus Wellum DFC signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>522</td>
<td>Flight Lieutenant Norman Robert Norfolk DFC OBE signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>523</td>
<td>Warrant Officer Herbert Luiz Flower signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5. ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>524</td>
<td>Flight Lieutenant John Howard Duart signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5. ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>525</td>
<td>Squadron Leader William Ross Jones AFC signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>526</td>
<td>Flight Lieutenant Eric Ralph Edmunds signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>527</td>
<td>Squadron Leader Maurice Peter Brown AFC signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>528</td>
<td>Flight Lieutenant Eric Gordon Parkin signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5 ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>529</td>
<td>Flight Lieutenant Leslie Gordon Batt Ae**signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU fro ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>Squadron Leader Basil Gerald “Stapme” Stapleton DFC, DFC Dutch signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK post ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>531</td>
<td>Squadron Leader Basil Gerald “Stapme” Stapleton DFC, DFC Dutch signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK post ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>532</td>
<td>Group Captain Frank Reginal Carey CBE DFC**AFC DFM, Silver Star signed handwritten letter. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK post ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>533</td>
<td>Group Captain Frank Reginal Carey CBE DFC**AFC DFM, Silver Star signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK post ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>534</td>
<td>Flight Lieutenant William Terry Montague Clark DFM signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3. ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535</td>
<td>Flight Lieutenant William Terry Montague Clark DFM signature piece. WW2 RAF Battle of Britain pilot. Set into superb A4 descriptive page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3. ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>536</td>
<td>Brian Trubshaw signed 1989 British Airways Concorde cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537</td>
<td>Battle of Britain ace James Ginger Lacey signed 1986 RAF FDC. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>538</td>
<td>Marc Almond signed cd inlay for Stardom Rd. CD included. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>539</td>
<td>The Script signed CD inlay. CD included. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>540</td>
<td>George Sampson signed DVD inlay for Access 2 all areas. DVD included. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>541</td>
<td>Guy Henry signed colour 7x5 photo as Pius Thicknesse in Harry Potter. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542</td>
<td>The Bachelors signed 33rpm record sleeve of 25 Golden Greats. Record included. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Platters signed 33rpm record sleeve of The Sounds of the Platters. Record included. Signed by 2. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Humphrey Lyttelton signed Gigs 33rpm record sleeve. Record included. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

The Platters signed 33rpm record sleeve of The Sounds of the Platters. Record included. Signed by 4. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

George Melly signed Melly is at it Again 33rpm record sleeve. Record included. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


Andy Cole and Andy Mitten signed Glory Glory - Man Utd in the 90's the players’ stories. Signed on inside title page. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Peter Alliss signed My Life hardback book. Signed on inside title page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


M J Gaskin signed Blitz - the story of 29th December 1940 hardback book. Signed on inside title page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


Amy Macdonald 17x18 approx signature piece includes colour photo, 45 rpm vinyl record and signed record sleeve. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of ...[more]

Dusty Springfield 16x12 signature piece includes b/w photo and signed album page both mounted to a high standard. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest ...[more]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>556</td>
<td>Jamie Cullum 18x12 signature piece includes colour photo and signed album page both mounted to a high standard. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>557</td>
<td>Ronan Keating signed 16x12 colour photo. Irish recording artist, singer/songwriter, musician, and philanthropist. He debuted in 1994 alongside Keith Duffy, Michael Graham, Shane Lynch, and Stephen Gately, as the co-lead singer with Gately of Irish group Boyzone. His solo career started in 1999 and h ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>558</td>
<td>Sir Ranulph Fiennes: 8x12 Inch Photo Signed By Adventurer And Explorer Sir Ranulph Fiennes. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560</td>
<td>RSC FDC. Signed by Dame Judi Dench. 8/8/1995 The Barbican London postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>562</td>
<td>400th Ann. Shakespeares Birth FDC. Signed on reverse by Adrian Noble. 23/4/1964 Stratford upon Avon postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>565</td>
<td>Multi signed Battle of Britain Monument cover. Signed by Sqdn Ldr Stapleton, Sqdn Ldr Iveson, Sqdn Ldr Riddle and Raymond Baxter OBE. Limited edition 470 of 1500. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship world ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>566</td>
<td>Battle of Britain cover. Flown in Spitfire memorial flight. 16/7/15 Biggin Hill postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>567</td>
<td>Battle of Britain cover. Flown in Spitfire memorial flight. 16/7/15 Biggin Hill postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>568</td>
<td>70th anniv of the Battle of Britain cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
70th anniv of the Battle of Britain cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Grp Cptn John O'Neill DFC signed Reach for the Sky cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


Haupt Alfred Grislawski, Vorthur Beth, and H B Hatch signed Historical Aviators cover The Lord Douglas of Kirtleside RAFM HA38. GB 7p stamp and 30th Anniversary Lifting of the Berlin Blockade 12th May 1979 BFPS 1641. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide.[more]


British Airways Multisigned Concorde flown cover. London, Rome, 12 Sept. 1982, flown G-BOAE, Signed Capt. J. Eames, SFO B. Oliver, SEO R. Webb. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage fr ...[more]


Peter Baker signed Concorde and Wonders of the World FDC. Numbered 1 of 75. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Jane Fonda signed My Life so far hardback book. Signed on inside title page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Michael Parkinson signed Parky my autobiography hardback book. Signed on inside title page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Deborah Devonshire signed Counting my Chickens hardback book. Signed on inside title page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


Glenn Close Hollywood Actress Signed 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Michael Ball Singer & Actor Signed 8x10 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Brian Dennehy signed 10x8 b/w photo. American actor of film, stage, and television. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

David Suchet and Hugh Fraser signed 2016 Internetstamps 100th ann Agatha Christie FDC. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Jane Asher signed 1997 Tudors FDC from Autographed Editions. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Sir Ed Hillary signed 2003 Mercury Everest coin FDC. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Kane Hodder Friday 13th hand signed 10x8 photo. This beautiful hand signed photo is signed by Kane Hodder who played Jason Voorhees in four of the Friday 13th movies. Signed during private signing session. This signed photo is guaranteed authentic and is supplied from one of the UK’s leading autograp...[more]

Comm AJC Morrow signed Queen Elizabeth II Benham official FDC coin cover. 21/4/96 Jersey postmark Carried on Royal Yacht 1977 Silver Jubilee crown inset. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK ...[more]
Gary Monk Birmingham Manager Signed 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Gary Monk Birmingham Manager Signed 8x12 Photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Eastenders rare original 1995 rehearsal script from Episode 222, signed by actor Brian Croucher who played Ted Hills, which he played from 1995 to 1997, in the soap opera EastEnders. These were produced in tiny numbers and most returned after shooting. It's a 90 page C5 size typed script, Brian has ...

Cast of Brookside signed A4 sheets. Signed by 19. Some of signatures include Peter Christian, Michael Starke, Jodie Hanson, Vince Earl, Rob Beck, and many more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Val Doonican ALS. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


George Graham TLS dated 24/9/92 on Arsenal FC headed paper and signed 7x5 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Tottenham Hotspur signed headed paper from 1992/3 season. Signed by 13. Including Paul Allen, Jason Cundy, Dean Austin, Neil Ruddock, Andy Gray and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK ...

Middlesbrough FC signed paper for 1992/3 season. 12 signatures including Robbie Mustoe, Curtis Fleming, Jon Gittens, Stephen Pears, Mark Proctor and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage ...

Everton FC sheet signed 1992/3 season. Some of signatures included are Peter Beardsley, Iain Jenkins, Robert Warzycha, Howard Kendall and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK ...

Man City signed sheet of 1992/3 season. Some of names included Paul Lake, Peter Reid, Steve McMahon, Iain Brightwell, Fitzroy Simpson and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage ...

Graeme Souness TLS on Liverpool headed paper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Celtic FC 1992/3 sheet. Signed by 13 including Charlie Nicholas, Peter Grant, Mark Mcnally, Joe Miller Gerry Creaney and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from ...

Southampton 1992/3 signed sheet. Some of names included are Matt le Tissier, Neil Maddison, Kerry Dixon, Ken Monkou, Jeff Kenna and more. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3. ...
610 Polish World War II Fighter Aces Col S Skalski DSO DFC, Col W Lokuciewski DFC & Col T Nowierski DFC Signed 1977 Polish RAF Cover. Details, biographies and information inside. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots an ...[more]

611 Bletchley Park WW2 Professor Sir Harry Hinsley signed German Offensive in the Ardennes official cover Army Communications 14 JSAC94. GB stamp postmarked 50th Anniversary of the Battle of the Ardennes BFPS 2438 16th December 1994 postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. ...[more]

612 Hermann Schmidt KC, Bomber signed black and white photo on card. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

613 Witzig signed black and white photo on card. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

614 Helmut Eberspaecker signed 6x4 black and white portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

615 Kurt Lau KC signed 7x5 black and white portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

616 Rudi Schmidt KC signed 6x4 black and white portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

617 Werner Schroer Luftwaffe Ace signed 6x4 black and white portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

618 Hajo Herrmann KC Luftwaffe Pilot signed 6x4 colour portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

619 Kenneth B Lake Fighter Pilot signed 6x4 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

620 Adolf Borchers Luftwaffe Ace signed 5x3 black and white photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

621 Josef Kraft WWII Ace signed envelope. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

622 Roll Pingel KC Luftwaffe Ace signed card. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

623 Heinrich Meyer KC signed 6x4 black and white photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Gunther Loffelbein KC signed 5x3 black and white portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Karl Wiesand written letter on back of 6x4 black and white photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Adolf Dickfeld signed 6x4 black and white photo on page. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Rod Learoyd VC signed Victoria Cross DM Medal cover. Flown by VC10 cover and also signed by pilot Wg Cdr Bunn. Jersey Stamp and special VC postmark. Has silk copy of medal fixed to cover with illustrations of Seven pilot and their planes in which they won the VC. Good Condition. All signed pieces co ...

Horst Rippert signed 7x5 colour montage photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Richard Hecht signed 6x4 black and white photo on top of plane. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Hugo Broch signed 6x4 black and white photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Eduard Lindinger KC signed 6x3 black and white portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Egon Delica and Rudolf Witzig signed 6x4 black and white photo with Hitler. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Karl Rammelt KC signed 6x3 photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ernst Petzold KC signed 6x4 black and white portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Kurt Sochatzy KC Luftwaffe Ace signed 5x3 black and white portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Wolfgang Schenck KC Luftwaffe Ace signed 6x4 black and white portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Sqn Ldr James Harry Ginger Lacey signed Biggin Hill International Air Fair Royal Flying Corps cover JSF 23. Mini stamp sheet on cover issued on behalf of Royal Air Force Registered Charities. Design shows Armstrong Whitworth, Martinsyde F4 Buzzard, Sopwith Swallow, and Vickers F.26a. 31p GB stamp T...[more]

VC winners signed Invasion of Belgium Joint Services cover JS/50/40/3. Signatures include Richard Annand VC, Bill Reid VC, Ian Fraser VC, Philip Gardner VC, Edward Kenna VC, Eric Wilson VC, JP Kenneally VC, Rod Learoyd VC, and Jack Hinton VC. 24p GB stamp postmarked 50th Anniversary of The Fall of B...[more]

Erich Hartmann, and ? Signed Royal Navy International Search & Rescue Team Flown cover. 3p GB QEII blue stamp with a 18th June 1971, Fakenham, Norfolk, West Raynham, RAF PO postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK...

Admiral Power & Cdr Smith signed 1973 175th ann. Battle of the Nile official navy cover RN5C10. Charles Sturt 9p Stamp and special BFPS1355 postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK posta...

Tasker Watkins VC, Bill Speakman VC, Edward Kenna VC, Jack Hinton VC and Carl Walker GC signed cover The Royal Welch Fusiliers. Sergeant Luke O'Connor, Awarded Victoria Cross at Battle of the Alma. 20 1/2p The Royal Welch Fusiliers stamp postmarked BFPS 2023 16th March 1989 postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK posta...

Mary de Milleville Lindell OBE signed RAF Escapers cover RAFES SC31. Reseau Marie Claire. 1, 60 + 0, 30 French stamp postmarked Paris 11. X. 1983. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK posta...

11 VC winners signed Invasion of Belgium Joint Services cover JS/50/40/3. Signed by Bill Reid VC, Jack Hinton VC, Philip Gardner VC, Eric Wilson VC, Edward Kenna VC, Richard Annand VC, Ian Fraser VC, Rod Learoyd VC, Tommy Gould VC, and Captain Harold Marcus Ervine-Andrews VC. 24p GB QEII stamp. 50th...

Air Vice-marshal Johnnie Johnson, Air Commodore Pete Brothers signed 80th Anniversary of the Royal Air Force cover RAF 805. 40c Tuvalu stamp. Tuvalu, First Day of Issue, 01. 04. 98 postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple win...

Nancy Wake and Henry Tardivat signed RAF Escapers cover RAFES SC28. Maquis D'Auvergne. 1, 40 France stamp postmarked Cerilly Allier, 29. 5. 1981. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK posta...

Jean Batten signed own commemorative Historical Aviators cover RAFM HA9. 12p 62nd Inter-Parliamentary Conference stamp. 40th Anniversary Solo Record Breaking Flight England to New Zealand, RAF Northolt, BFPS 1537, 5th October 1978 postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate o...

Rod Learoyd VC and Pilot Sqn Ldr J Wild signed The Defence Medal cover RAFDM18. 18p GB QEII stamp. 48th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain BFPS 2172 1st September 1988 postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots a...

Rod Learoyd VC and flight crew members Sqn Ldr K D Farnfield and Wg Cdr M S Holmes signed The Award of the Distinguished Flying Medal cover RAIFDM14. 12p Jersey Christmas stamp. Holders of the Distinguished Flying Medal Jersey 1st December 1986 postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a ...

Robert Stanford Tuck DSO DFC WW2 fighter ace signed Hurricanes of the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>651</td>
<td>Victoria Cross multiple signed 1981 St Kitts Military FDC. Signed by 7 VC winners Tommy Gould VC, John Kenneally VC, Edward Kenna VC, Pat Porteous VC, Ian Fraser VC, Eric Wilson VC, Ganju Lama VC. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multip ...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>652</td>
<td>Tom Sopwith Aircraft designers signed on his own Historic Aviators RAF flown cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653</td>
<td>Bert Trautmann Man City football genuine authentic signed 16x12 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>654</td>
<td>Blaze Bayley Iron Maiden authentic signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>655</td>
<td>Andy Bell Oasis signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656</td>
<td>Brian Murphy George and Mildred signed authentic 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657</td>
<td>Caroline Munro James Bond signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>658</td>
<td>Catherine Deneuve signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659</td>
<td>Catherine Schell Space 1999 authentic signed genuine 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660</td>
<td>Cheeky Girls genuine signed authentic autograph signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>661</td>
<td>Chelsea Ron Harris signed 12x8 colour football photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662</td>
<td>Dave Prowse Star Wars signed genuine authentic 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>663</td>
<td>Dean Holdsworth Football signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>664</td>
<td>Derren Nesbitt authentic signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dominic West genuine authentic signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Douglas Fairbanks Jr genuine authentic autograph signed b/w 10x8 photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Full Metal Jacket Kieron Jechinis signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

George Cole authentic signed genuine 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

George Sweeney Citizen Smith genuine authentic signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Hayley Mills signed authentic 10x8 b/w photo 4. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Hugh Fraser Poirot signed authentic 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ioan Gruffud Fantastic 4 signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

James Cosmo signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

James Denton Desperate Housewives signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Janina Faye Dracula Horror genuine authentic signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Janina Faye Hammer Horror authentic signed genuine 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

John Mills genuine authentic signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Jon Provost Lassie authentic signed genuine 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Judi Dench James Bond genuine authentic signed autograph 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Julian Glover genuine authentic signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ken Campbell Fawlty Towers genuine authentic signed 10x8 colour montage photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Kevin Sorbo Andromeda signed genuine 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Linda Regan Carry On signed authentic 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lisa Scott Lee Steps genuine authentic signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Madeline Smith genuine authentic autograph signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Madeline Smith Hammer Horror signed authentic 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lyndon Davies Sharpe signed authentic 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Michael Mears Sharpe signed authentic 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Mickey Rooney genuine authentic signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Mickey Rooney genuine authentic signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Oliver Tobias The Stud authentic signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Oliver Tobias The Stud authentic signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Paul Darrow Blakes 7 genuine authentic signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Paul Young music genuine authentic signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Richard Herd Star Trek etc signed authentic 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Richard Wilson comedy genuine authentic signed 8x6 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Simon Whitlock Darts genuine authentic signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Space Skylab Jerry Carr NASA astronaut signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Spurs Ricky Villa genuine authentic autograph signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Star Trek Rene Auberjonois odo signed genuine authentic 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Vera Day glamour signed authentic 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

WW2 Karl Heinz-Dekker authentic genuine signed 10x8 b/w montage photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Wayne Mardle Darts genuine authentic signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

William Shatner as James T Kirk signed Star Trek colour 10 x 8 photo. In his seven decades of television, Shatner became a cultural icon for his portrayal of James T. Kirk, captain of the USS Enterprise, in the Star Trek franchise. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. [more]

Star Trek Leonard Nimoy as Spock and William Shatner as James T Kirk signed colour 10 x 8 photo. Nimoy made his first appearance in the rejected Star Trek pilot “The Cage”, and went on to play the character of Spock until the end of the production run in early 1969, followed by eight feature films. [more]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>706</td>
<td>Star Trek Leonard Nimoy as Spock signed colour 10 x 8 photo. Nimoy made his first appearance in the rejected Star Trek pilot “The Cage”, and went on to play the character of Spock until the end of the production run in early 1969, followed by eight feature films and guest slots in the various spin-...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>707</td>
<td>James Bond Safra Azal signed authentic 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>708</td>
<td>James Bond Burt Kwouk genuine signed authentic 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709</td>
<td>James Bond Gloria Hendry signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710</td>
<td>James Bond Martine Beswick signed 10x8 colour autograph photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>711</td>
<td>James Bond Mollie Peters signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712</td>
<td>James Bond Norman Wanstall Academy award signed 10x8 b/w photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>713</td>
<td>James Bond Joe Robinson genuine authentic autograph signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>714</td>
<td>James Bond Patrick Macnee genuine authentic signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>715</td>
<td>James Bond Papillon Soo Soo signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716</td>
<td>Battle of Britain John Satchell 302 sqn WW2 RAF RARE signed handwritten letter 1985 with details how to sign some items. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>717</td>
<td>Battle of Britain Bill Green 56 sqn WW2 RAF handwritten letter 1985 with good content regarding BOB and detailed account of being shot down over Kent and falling from 16000ft with dodgy parachute,. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multi...[more]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718</td>
<td>Battle of Britain Alan Deere WW2 RAF handwritten note on postcard 1985. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>719</td>
<td>Battle of Britain Johnnie Hill WW2 RAF handwritten letter 1985. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Battle of Britain Mike Cooper Slipper WW2 RAF 605 sqn handwritten letter 1990. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Battle of Britain Peter Townsend WW2 RAF handwritten letter 1992 regarding meeting him in London. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. [more]

Battle of Britain D B Ogilvie WW2 RAF signed 7 x 5 b/w photo of him in cockpit of his Hurricane Sept 1940. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World ...[more]

Battle of Britain Sqn Ldr R Dalton 604 sqn WW2 RAF handwritten letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison regarding 604 & 25 Sqn. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World ...[more]

Battle of Britain Thomas William Townshend 600 sqn WW2 RAF handwritten letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World ...[more]

Battle of Britain J A Dixon 1 sqn WW2 RAF typed signed letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. ...[more]

Battle of Britain Aindow 23 sqn WW2 RAF handwritten letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison with interesting information on BOB. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from ...[more]

Battle of Britain Tony Austin 29 sqn WW2 RAF handwritten letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison with interesting information on BOB. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU ...[more]

Battle of Britain A C Leigh 72 sqn WW2 RAF handwritten letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison with interesting information on flying Mustangs, Typhoons and Spitfire and strafing runs with 500lb bombs. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multi ...[more]

Battle of Britain R S Brown 604 sqn WW2 RAF handwritten letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99. ...[more]

Battle of Britain Ted Cranwell WW2 RAF typed signed letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison interesting content regarding how tough it was to fly throughout the war and survive in both bombers and fighters, copy of DFC citation also included. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of ...[more]

Battle of Britain R H Dibhah 1 sqn WW2 RAF handwritten list not signed if his complete list of plane flown in his career sent to BOB historian Ted Sergison. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. ...[more]
Battle of Britain J M Derbyshire 236 sqn WW2 RAF handwritten letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £ ...[more]

Battle of Britain Wally Wallens 41 sqn WW2 RAF handwritten letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7. ...[more]

Battle of Britain W Krol WW2 RAF handwritten letter to BOB historian Ted Sergison regarding the death of Marian Chelmecki. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5. ...[more]

Richard Annand VC signed Commemorative FDC JS/50/40/3 'Invasion of Belgium 10-28 May 1940. Signed by 2nd Lt Richard Annand VC 2nd Battalion The Durham Light Infantry for conspicuous gallantry on 15th May 1940 near River Dyle Belgium. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5. ...[more]

Lancastria survivor WW2 Commemorative FDC JS/50/40/5 'Fall of France' 14-21 June 1940. Officially signed by Cameron Highlander Lt Gen Sir Derek Lang Fall of Battle of France escapee and Sherwood Forester Private Gordon Skelton survivor sinking of 'Lancastria.' Additionally exclusively signed for c ...[more]

ACM Augustus Walker GCB CBE DSO DFC AFC known affectionally as 'The One Armed Bandit' who lost his right arm serving with Bomber Command in WWII. Despite the loss he continued to serve with Bomber Command and achieved even higher rank after the war. His hometown Garforth in Yorkshire honoured him wi ...[more]

Rare WW2 signature of Canadian Mosquito intruder pilot Grp Capt Paul Davoud DSO OBE DFC No. 418 Squadron and No. 143 Wing RCAF. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU fro ...[more]

WING COMMANDER JAN PAIVEL FALKOWSKI DFC WW2 RAF signature and biography, pilot No. 32 Squadron Battle of Britain. During the war he was credited with 9 enemy aircraft confirmed destroyed and was highly decorated with the Virtuti Militari and Cross of Valour and 3 Bars. In 1945 attacking V2 rocket si ...[more]

Sqn Ldr DOUGLAS BENJAMIN FLETCHER NICHOLLS DFC WW2 RAF signature and biography, pilot No. 151 Squadron Battle of Britain. He later flew in the air war against the Japanese. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ...[more]

Sqn Ldr STUART NIGEL ROSE WW2 RAF signature and obituary, pilot No. 602 Squadron Battle of Britain credited with at least 3 confirmed victories. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage f ...[more]

Sqn Ldr ARTHUR HAZELTON SAGER DFC WW2 RAF signature and biography, pilot No's 421-416 & 443 Squadrons RCAF 1943. Credited in 'Aces High' with 4+ confirmed plus a string of damaged etc victories. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on mult ...[more]

Fit Lt PETER FRANCIS LOCKER HALL DFC Signature of 'Kiwi' nightfighter 1943 ace F No. 488 Mosquito Squadron. 8 confirmed victories. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU ...[more]

SQUADRON LEADER JOHN ANTHONY SANDERSON HALL DFC* signature and biography No. 488 Mosquito Squadron ace. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World f ...[more]
GROUP CAPTAIN JOHN OLIVER WILLIAM OLIVER CB DSO DFC signature and biography No. 85 Hurricane Squadron ace Battle of France 1940. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU fr [...] [more]

WING COMMANDER JOHN HAMILTON NICHOLLS DFC signature and biography No's 601 & 92 Squadron ace in the Desert air war. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, [...] [more]

AIR MARSHAL SIR DOUGLAS GRIFFITH MORRIS KCB CBE DSO DFC died 1991 Signature of nightfighter 'Zulu' Morris No. 406 Beaufighter Squadron RAF. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £ [...] [more]

Dominic Bruce WW2 Colditz POW typed signed letter to WW2 book author Alan Cooper regarding IX squadron. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World [...] [more]

Bomber Command Dresden TV programme related letter from Detlf Siebert to WW2 book author Alan Cooper regarding the Timewatch Bombing Germany show. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage [...] [more]

Lady Teresa Harris handwritten letter to WW2 book author Alan Cooper regarding his latest book. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £5.99, EU from £7.99 [...] [more]

William Tallow Queen Mothers Footman signed note to WW2 book author Alan Cooper regarding the Birthday Parade on Clarence House letterhead. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £ [...] [more]

Jimmy Edwards FDC typed letter and signed Aircrew Association Concert programme to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World [...] [more]

Don Bennett initialled compliment slip with handwritten letters from H M Bennett to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World [...] [more]

Winston Churchill MP Grandson WW2 leader typed signed letter on House of Commons letterhead to WW2 book author Alan Cooper regarding the shoddy treatment metered out to Sir Arthur Harris, on TV programmes. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage [...] [more]

Grp Capt C Verity OBE handwritten letter regarding the Dambusters Association to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of W [...] [more]

Graham Taylor signed typed letter on Aston Villa letterhead to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Bobby Robson typed signed letter on Football Association letterhead 1988 regarding gutter press to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU fro [...] [more]
David Jacobs signed typed letter regarding a concert at Fareham to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

WW2 BOB ace Hugh Dundas typed signed letter to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

WW2 BOB ace Wg Cdr Robert Stanford Tuck, signed Bob typed signed letter to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

TV celebrities multiple signed Coming Attractions Radio sheet. Signed by Will Carling, David Gower, Roy McGrath, Rory Bremner, Desmond Lynham. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ivy Benson handwritten signed letter to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

MRAF Sir Michael Beetham typed signed letter on Ministry of Defence letterhead about 9 Sqn to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99. ...

Actress Anna Wing handwritten signed letter to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99.

WW2 pilot, Rugby star Bleddyn Williams handwritten signed letter to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Margaret Dove daughter Roy Chadwick handwritten signed letter to WW2 book author Alan Cooper. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Iain Duncan Smith leader typed signed letter on House of Commons letterhead to WW2 book author Alan Cooper regarding honours awarded to his father. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage ...

Bill Edrich DFC WW2 pilot and famous cricketer typed signed letter on personal letterhead to WW2 book author Alan Cooper, thanking him for a copy of his DFC citation, copy is also enclosed. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage ...

ACM Sir Lewis Hodges handwritten signed letter to WW2 book author Alan Cooper with good WW2 content. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99.

Ivor Broom DFC WW2 pilot typed signed letter on personal letterhead to WW2 book author Alan Cooper, with great detail on the Kaiserlauten Raid. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99.
Ted Croker typed signed letter on Football Association letterhead 1988 regarding a copy of his MBE citation. Scruffy condition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from ...[more]

Laddie Lucas DFC WW2 pilot typed signed letter on personal letterhead to WW2 book author Alan Cooper, regarding thanks for sending an award citation. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK post ...[more]

Glafkos Clerides WW2 escaper Cyprus President typed signed letter on personal letterhead to WW2 book author Alan Cooper, regarding thanks for his book about Air gunners and Wireless operators and the 65000 bomber command losses in WW2. During World War II, he served in the British Royal Air Force. I ...[more]

Bert Williams 1950s England goalkeeper signed 9 x 8 football magazine photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Grp Cap John Searby DSO DFC led Peenemunde raid handwritten signed letter to WW2 book author Alan Cooper with copy of his notes on the raid. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from ...[more]

Air Cdre Topp hand AFC founder Black Arrows written signed letter to WW2 book author Alan Cooper regarding the Glider Pilot Regiment. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, ...[more]

Lyndon B Johnson PRINTED signature on certificate for the memory of Hans Keller. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Robert Pattinson signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Max Schmeling signed 10x8 vintage photo. Tape mark to top border. 28 September 1905 – 2 February 2005 was a German boxer who was heavyweight champion of the world between 1930 and 1932. His two fights with Joe Louis in 1936 and 1938 were worldwide cultural events because of their national associatio ...[more]

Huw Wheldon 2 page TLs dated 22/2/1972. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Antonio Scotti signed 6x4 vintage photo. 25 January 1866 – 26 February 1936 was an Italian baritone. He was a principal artist of the New York Metropolitan Opera for more than 33 seasons, but also sang with great success at London's Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, and Milan's La Scala. Good Condit ...[more]

Samuel Hoare, 1st Viscount Templewood TLS dated 26/6/1935. was a senior British Conservative politician who served in various Cabinet posts in the Conservative and National governments of the 1920s and 1930s. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine posta ...[more]

Robert Pattinson signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Robert Pattinson signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Cptn John Tye signed 35th anniv Concorde cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Cptn Jeremy Rendall signed Concorde cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Training Cptn AJ Sandy Macfarlane signed 35th anniv Concorde cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Cptn Ron Weidner signed Concorde cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Cptn Leslie Scott signed Concorde cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Cptn Terence Henderson signed 35th anniv Concorde cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Anne Kirkbride signed 50yrs Classic itv FDC. Best known for her role as Deidre in Coronation Street. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Dr Mart de Groot signed Bicentenary of Armagh Observatory FDC. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Prof J Hedgecoe signed The Machin Definitives FDC. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Prof J Hedgecoe signed 50yrs of the Wilding Definitives FDC. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Kate Winslet signed 6x4 b/w photo. English actress. She is particularly known for her work in period dramas and tragedies, and is often drawn to portraying troubled women. Winslet is the recipient of several accolades, including three British Academy Film Awards, and is among the few performers to h ...

Angela Merkel signed 7x5 colour photo. German politician serving as Chancellor of Germany since 2005. She served as the leader of the centre-right Christian Democratic Union CDU from 2000 to 2018. Merkel has been widely described as the de facto leader of the European Union, the most powerful woman ...

Emma Thompson signed 6x4 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Kofi Annan signed 7x5 colour photo. 8 April 1938 – 18 August 2018 was a Ghanaian diplomat who served as the seventh Secretary-General of the United Nations from January 1997 to December 2006. Annan and the UN were the co-recipients of the 2001 Nobel Peace Prize. He was the founder and chairman of th

...[more]
Wonders of Space coin FDC. 1 crown coin inset. 4/9/02 Armagh postmark. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Victoria Wood signed Wings across the world cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Michael Denison signed Wings across the world cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lionel Jeffries signed Wings across the world cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Gary Wilmot signed Wings across the world cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Bill Travers signed Wings across the world cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Donald Sinden signed Wings across the World cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Timothy West signed Wings across the World cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Donald Pleasance signed Wings across the World cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ian Carmichael signed Wings across the World cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Claire Rayner signed Wings across the World cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Dulcie Gray signed Wings across the World cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lynn Redgrave signed Wings across the world cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Diane Keene signed Wings across the World cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Jilly Cooper signed Wings across the world cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Jean Boht signed Wings across the world cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Barbara Dickson signed Wings across the world cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Susan Hampshire signed Wings across the world cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Dinah Sheridan signed Wings across the world cover. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Tom Selleck signed 6x4 colour photo. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.


Michael Socha signed 10x8 portrait colour photo in good condition with large signature. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Jessie Eisenberg signed 10x8 colour photo in good condition. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Lucy Punch signed 10x8 full body-shot colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Michael Ball signed great 10x8 colour photo sitting on couch. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

George Mackay signed 10x8 colour photo from film How I Live Now. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Jemima Rooper signed 10x8 colour portrait photo sitting on porch. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Derek Jacobi signed 10x8 colour photo on stage in theatre. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Patricia Clarkson signed great 10x8 portrait colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Beverley Knight signed 10x8 3/4 length portrait colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
Michael Socha signed 10x8 colour photo in Once upon a Time in Wonderland. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Bernadette Peters signed 10x8 colour photo from photoshoot with dog. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Anthony Head signed 10x8 half body portrait colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Graham Norton signed 10x8 half body portrait colour photo in purple suit. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Barbara Flynn signed 10x8 portrait colour photo sitting and in purple dress. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Maxwell Caulfield signed 10x8 shirtless full body shot portrait colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Michelle Collins signed 10x8 colour photo portrait and turned to the side in blue dress. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Denise Welch signed 10x8 colour photo full body shot with Christmassy background. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Gabriel Byrne signed 10x8 colour photo. 3/4 length portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Kiefer Sutherland signed 10 x 8 colour photo 3/4 length portrait in blue pinstripe suit. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Colin Baker Dr Who signed 10x8 colour photo to Brian. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Ricky Gervais signed 10x8 b/w half body portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Stephen Fry signed 10x8 portrait colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Kenneth Branagh signed 10x8 colour photo from Harry Potter. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>844</td>
<td>Kevin Spacey signed 10 x 8 colour photo from comedy Fred Claus. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>845</td>
<td>Julian Clary signed 10x8 colour photo portrait, low quality picture. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>846</td>
<td>Paul McGann signed 10x8 colour photo in Tardis Dr Who. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>847</td>
<td>Christopher Biggins signed 10x8 colour photo Half body portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>848</td>
<td>Liz Mcclarnon signed 10x8 colour Atomic Kitten photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>849</td>
<td>Joe Morton signed 10x8 colour photo. 3/4 length portrait leaning on tree. Eureka. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850</td>
<td>Jude Law signed 10x8 lovely colour photo with a dog on boat together. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>851</td>
<td>Russell Watson signed 10x8 portrait colour photo. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852</td>
<td>Jane Horrocks signed 10x8 colour photo with Fifi and the Flower Tots character. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>853</td>
<td>Andrew Lee-Potts signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>854</td>
<td>Tom Savini signed 12x8 colour photo in Knightriders. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>855</td>
<td>Ross Kemp signed 10x8 colour photo in low quality. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>856</td>
<td>Emilio Estevez signed 10x8 portrait colour photo with cute dog. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>857</td>
<td>Kevin James signed 10x8 portrait colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eva Mendes signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Norman Reedus signed 10x8 lovely colour photo with his dog. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Rosario Dawson signed 10x8 colour photo full body shot portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Shia LaBeouf signed 10x8 colour photo portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Kelly Rowland signed 10x8 colour photo full body shot. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Carlos Bernard signed 10x8 colour photo portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Jessie Wallace signed 10x8 colour photo Kat from Eastenders. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Vanessa Williams signed 10x8 colour photo portrait holding TV Award. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Frances Fisher signed 10x8 colour photo full body shot on set. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Brendan Fraser signed 10x8 colour photo headshot portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Verne Troyer Mini Me signed 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Jesse Metcalfe signed 10x8 colour photo with no shirt. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Maggie Gyllenhaal signed 10x8 colour photo with her cat. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Eric Bana signed 10x8 colour photo relaxed with feet up. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.

Michelle Ryan signed 10x8 colour photo half body portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>876</td>
<td>Miranda Richardson signed 10x8 colour photo reading book Gingerbread for Dummies. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>877</td>
<td>Mitch Pileggi signed 10x8 colour photo as Steven Caldwell. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>878</td>
<td>Max Grodenchik Rom in Start Trek DS9 signed 10 x 8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>883</td>
<td>Diane Kruger signed 10x8 colour photo 3/4 length portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>884</td>
<td>Louisa Fletcher signed 10x8 colour photo portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>885</td>
<td>Guy Pearce signed 10x8 portrait headshot colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>886</td>
<td>Taylor Lautner signed half body portrait 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>887</td>
<td>Willem Dafoe signed 10x8 colour photo portrait on beach. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>888</td>
<td>Michael Crawford signed 10x8 b/w half body portrait photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>890</td>
<td>Darrill &quot;The Boss&quot; Schoonover signed 10x8 colour photo MMA Fighter. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>891</td>
<td>Inbetweeners signed 10x8 colour photo signed by Simon Bird and Joe Thomas. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>892</td>
<td>Tony Banks signed 10x8 colour Genesis photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>893</td>
<td>Shayne Ward signed portrait 10x8 colour photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>894</td>
<td>William Shatner signed 10x8 colour photo portrait in smart suit. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>895</td>
<td>Robert Patrick signed 10x8 colour photo portrait in smart suit. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896</td>
<td>Rene Auberjonois ODO Star Trek signed 10 x 8 colour business suit photo. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>897</td>
<td>Garrett Wang signed 10x8 colour photo Star Trek. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>898</td>
<td>Blue signed 10x8 colour photo all members signed. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>899</td>
<td>Michael Madsen signed 10x8 b/w portrait photo. Dedicated. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>Jeremy Irvine signed 10x8 colour photo action shot riding a horse. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>901</td>
<td>Ben Stiller signed 10x8 colour photo headshot portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>902</td>
<td>Michael Crawford signed 6x4 portrait colour photo to Tom. Signed at bottom on white strip. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>903</td>
<td>Billy Ray Cyrus signed 10x8 colour photo half body portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904</td>
<td>Noel Anthony Clarke Dr Who signed 10x8 colour photo portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>905</td>
<td>Jonah Hill signed 10x8 colour photo with character from Megamind. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>907</td>
<td>Matthew Rhys signed 10x8 colour photo half body portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>908</td>
<td>Becki Newton signed 10x8 colour photo full body portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>909</td>
<td>Patrick Duffy signed 10x8 colour photo full body shot outside caravan. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Matthew Morrison signed 10x8 colour photo half body portrait. Good Condition. All signed pieces come with a Certificate of Authenticity. We combine postage on multiple winning lots and can ship worldwide. UK postage from £3.99, EU from £5.99, Rest of World from £7.99.